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EDITORIAL
We live in exciting times. First the Higgs Boson, then the possibility of a distant ninth planet in our Solar System, announced by Professors Brown and
Konstantin of Caltech, and more recently, the detection of gravitational
waves, a discovery that is set to revolutionise astronomy.
Further good news is that Kevin Briggs is back in this issue with his Stars
and their Xs! Turn to page 22 for his article about Procyon, the alpha star of
Canis Minor.
Sue Napper gets crabby and writes about Cancer, Webb’s Wonders features
some galaxies in Leo and there’s an article by Chris Greenfield with the intriguing title ‘Two Clear nights and a Lumpy Bumpy’. All this and more in a
bumper 28-page edition of your club magazine.
And now, for no other reason that it made me
smile and I thought some members might also
find it amusing, here is what might possibly
qualify as a joke:
A Higgs Boson walked into a church to find his
way barred by a priest. ‘We don’t allow Higgs
Bosons in here,’ he said.
‘But without me,’ replied the Higgs Boson, ‘how
can you have mass?’
OK, perhaps I’d better stick to sketching craters!
Wishing you all clear skies,
Spadge
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LBN 777, The Baby Eagle Nebula in Taurus, also
known as The Vulture Head Nebula, imaged by
Shaun Reynolds.
This reflection nebula, extremely difficult to observe
visually, lies some 5 degrees north-east of M45.
DISCLAIMER
Cygnus is a quarterly publication and is produced by
and for members of the Norwich Astronomical Society.
Opinions expressed in Cygnus are those of the
contributors and do not necessarily reflect those of the
Society
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Probably the busiest event I’ve ever seen at Seething - the 2016 Children’s Event was a
resounding success. I was told that we parked 320 cars, used 28 pints of milk in refreshments and the Flying Chef hot dog stall ran out of sausages twice (though I didn’t get
one!). The last visitors didn’t leave the Genesis until about 8pm despite us officially closing at 7pm. Many thanks to Yet Wha for organising and everyone else for helping out
and giving their time on what became a very long and hard day. The most important
thing about any event is the visitor response and all those I spoke to had a good time.
Certainly those trying to land my ‘Comet Lander Simulator’ thing were wearing big grins –
even if some of them refused to believe me when I said that one of the unmarked control
panel buttons was ‘self-destruct’ or, on occasion, wirelessly connected to Tim Peake!

The great thing about both the Children’s Event and Science in Norwich Day is that they
promote the name of NAS in the eyes of the wider local community. Such good publicity
is never a bad thing in the long term. Our Public Nights are good for the slightly more
targeted visitor and probably generate new members in the short term. However both
the Children’s Event and Science in Norwich Day are aimed at stimulating latent science
interest in the youngsters to encourage them in the longer term. From the reactions on
Saturday, the smiling faces, laughter, obvious curiosity and great feedback, I think we
can justifiably feel very optimistic about the future.
A final piece of news, since the last Cygnus, the AGM has been held and there are a
couple of changes to the Committee to report. I must thank Graham Starling for his
work as Treasurer and Tom Latham as Committee Member, both of whom stood down.
The post of Treasurer has now been formally taken by Yet Wha Lam. In addition Roger
Preece, who has been doing a sterling job in charge of group visits, is also now a Committee Member. Chris Greenfield has agreed to take on the job of putting material onto
the website.
Clear skies,

AndyG
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MOONWATCHERS

Bullialdus

O

In the last issue I wrote about the Fra
Mauro region that lies to the east of the
Mare Cognitum; for this Moonwatchers we
head a relatively short distance south to
the Mare Nubium and the crater Bullialdus.
Named after Ismael Boulliau, a 17th century astronomer, historian and theologian,
this Tycho-like crater is one of the few
‘younger’ craters larger than 60 kilometres
in diameter. ‘Younger’ in the case of lunar
craters is a relative term; this infant is estimated to be 3 to 3.5 billion years old!
Like Tycho the 61 km diameter, Bullialdus
has wide, terraced walls; these rise 3.5 km
above its slightly convex floor and are
clearly shown in Dale Holt’s drawing on
the next page. Another similarity with
Tycho is the clump of central peaks. The
crater Bullialdus only differs in lacking
Tycho’s radiating system of bright rays.

My drawing of Bullialdus, made on 22.9.15.
It also shows Bullialdus A and B, Konig and
Lubiniezky

When close to the terminator Bullialdus is
obvious and the low angle of illumination
offers us dramatic views of the material that was deposited when the crater formed. It is
possible to make out linear ridges radiating away from Bullialdus and higher powers will
reveal tiny secondary craters among the ejecta.
Looking closely at the interior of the crater you may see the ridge that runs from the
central peaks to the south-east wall. The rough floor of Bullialdus changes in appearance as the lunar day progresses and at Full Moon the central peaks become very bright,
as does the rim of the crater.
Joined to Bullialdus by a ridge of ejecta is the 26 km crater known as Bullialdus A and
only a short distance to the south is the slightly smaller (20 km) Bullialdus B. To the
south-east, and completing the trio, is the 23km Konig. If I see Konig and Bullialdus A
and B as triplets then the flooded craters Lubiniezky and Kies are surely twins. The 44
km, basalt-flooded Lubiniezky lies north-west of Bullialdus and Kies (40 km) is to the
south. Both have low walls, Lubiniezky’s appearing to have been breached to the south.
There are gaps, too, in the walls of Kies which differs from Lubiniezky in that it has a
mountainous ridge running south from its wall.
Kies is a marker for finding Kies π, a typical lunar dome lying between Kies and Campanus. Only some 10 km in diameter and said to be barely 500 m in height, it needs low
Sun angles to make it visible. I have certainly missed it on the occasions I have drawn
this area and it has gone on my ‘lunar bucket list’ of objects to be tracked down on future observing sessions. I have read that using high magnifications with larger scopes it
may be possible to see the 2 km vent at the summit of Kies π. A challenge then for you
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guys and gals with the light buckets—who will
be first to submit a drawing or image of this
feature for publication in Cygnus?
Another feature to look for is one that puzzled
me when I made my drawing in September
last year. The shadow of Bullialdus seemed
natural enough, but what was causing the
curious V-shaped shadow between this and
Lubiniezky, which seemed to go ‘the wrong
way’?
This proved to be an example of how useful it
is to make, even the most basic, sketches of
what one sees in the eyepiece for I was able
to compare my drawing with maps and photographs and learn that the shadow indicated
the position of a shallow valley known as
‘Bullialdus W’. Appearing to bridge the valley
where it joined the terminator was ‘The
Causeway’.

Lubiniezky

Causeway

W

Dale Holt’s drawing clearly shows the terraced
walls of Bullialdus, Bullialdus W and ‘the
Causeway’.

Bullialdus

A drawing
I made
early last
year which
emphasises the
polygonal
shape of
the
crater’s
wall.

A
B
Konig

Kiesπ

Kies
Campanus

I started out making a drawing of a crater and
this lead me to find out more about the subject of
my sketch in books and on line. This has given
me more to look out for when next I turn a scope
on this area, enriching the observing experience.

Kiesπ

Happy Moonwatching!
Spadge
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SUE’S STELLAR SUGGESTIONS

CANCER
Between the bright stars of Leo and Gemini lies the small, faint constellation of Cancer. On
very clear nights we can see an upside down "Y" with a hazy glow close to the centre star.
This is the open cluster M 44 known as Praesepe which is Latin for manger or hive. We
commonly call it The Beehive Cluster. At Mag 3.1 it is a truly stunning sight when viewed
with very low power to allow the whole cluster to fall within the field of view. We can see
many distinct triangles and pairs of bright stars, also a V shaped pattern very like a miniature Hyades......the face of the bull, Taurus...... The point of this V is marked by a multiple
star while another multiple star lies on the northern arm of this asterism. A larger scope, or
higher power will show the different colours of these stars, but will not allow for the whole
cluster to be seen. Definitely an object to be seen at various magnifications.
There is another very interesting open cluster in Cancer, this
is M 67. This is much fainter at mag 6.9 and much smaller
so not visible to the naked eye. For this reason it is often
overlooked, but is definitely worth seeking out. To find it
we need to head south of M 44 towards a group of stars
marking the head of Hydra, it is roughly half way along this
line. I also take a line from Regulus in Leo towards Beta
Cancri, but if you study a chart you may find your own
route. Again I use very low power to find this, once I see
the hazy patch I up the power to take a closer look. Here
we have a dusting of stars making, to my eye a backward 6!
The Beehive Cluster, M44.
It has also been described as a cobra raising its head after a
meal...... See what you think!
(Drawing by Dale Holt.)
There is a dark circle surrounded
by stars which then form a chain curving up and over.
Whilst M44 is at some 525 light years distant, M67 is estimated
to be around 2000 light years away. It is considered to be one
of the oldest open clusters at about 3.7 billion years old. It has
been the subject of quite detailed study, as the stars are unlike
others in galactic clusters. So although it is faint and a little
more difficult to locate this is really worth finding, and reading
about.
M67.
(Drawing by Dale Holt.)
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Cancer is also home to some lovely double and triple stars. Above M44 is Iota which
shows orange and blue, while off to the right is Tegmeni or Zeta Cancri showing yellow
and orange. A chart will show you other doubles, I find them tricky to locate as they are
not easily seen with the naked eye. This is where truly dark skies or the help of a friend
with a ‘goto’ scope play their part.

Castor

ι

GEMINI
Pollux

CANCER

LEO
M44

ζ

Regulus

Tegmeni

M67

HYDRA

So although it is very faint and often ignored Cancer is well worth looking at. Of course
this Spring we have Jupiter close by, lying beneath the hindquarters of Leo, and I am
sure that this is where many telescopes will be pointing.....not to mention all the wonderful galaxies lying under Leo and off behind him in Virgo. But that's another story.
Wishing you all a few clear nights and happy observing time
Sue Napper
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IMAGES

Above: IC 410, The Tadpole nebula in Auriga. Multi-filtered image by Shaun Reynolds.
Below: Shaun captured the Moon and four planets at 06.20 hrs on January 28th.
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Above: This photo of the Aurora in Scotland was taken by Guy Veale, a friend of the editor’s
elder daughter who lives in Glasgow. Another of Guy’s pictures appears in the online Cygnus’
Bonus Pages.
Below: The Sun Dogs in Tom Latham’s picture show clearly in the online version of
Cygnus. Hopefully they will be as clear in the printed version.
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Great Spirits vs. Mediocre Minds:
A History of Astronomers and Cosmologists in Their Long Struggle Against
Irrationality, Dogma & Tyranny. (Part 3)

In the last issue of Cygnus I examined the Islamic medieval era and in this issue I'm looking at the European Middle Ages, when astronomers and other scientists were attempting to drag the world out of the
Dark Ages which blanketed the world following the destruction of the Great Library of Alexandria described in Part 1, into the more enlightened age of the Renaissance. But here too great spirits met with
severe opposition.
Nicolaus Copernicus
One of the most notable astronomers of this period was Nicolaus Copernicus (1473—1543 CE) the Polish
mathematician and astronomer who was a true ‘Renaissance Man’ as he also practiced law, was a
physician, a classics scholar, translator, governor, diplomat and economist. Contrary to popular belief
Copernicus was not the discoverer of the heliocentric structure of the Solar System, that accolade goes to
Aristarchus, who had proposed this over 1500 years before, but since the Greek authorities suppressed
his hypothesis it had largely remained unknown ever since. By the 15th century those Greek authorities
were long gone but there was now a different institution ruling the roost: the Catholic Church, for whom
the worldview was exclusively biblical i.e. geocentric, as can be seen in verses such as Joshua 10:13, and
Daniel 4:10 which describes Earth as flat.
Copernicus came up with the mathematical support for Aristarchus’s hypothesis but his discovery was
ideologically dangerous; had the church got wind of him contradicting the scriptures he would have been
deemed a heretic, which was punishable by death. He circulated his manuscript, 'Commentariolus' (Little
Commentary) among trusted parties but no further. However when he lay on his deathbed he ensured
his work went to press, knowing that the church was unable to punish him once he was in his grave.
The church did not get wind of his work until long after his death and the magister of the Holy Place (the
Church’s chief censor) said his heliocentric claim ought to be stamped out. The desire to see this happen
was passed on to his successor, Giovanni Tolosani, who denounced Copernicus's theory in his own work
'On the Truth of Sacred Scripture', which stated: [Copernicus] ‘is very deficient in the sciences of physics

and logic. Moreover, it appears that he is unskilled with regard to [the interpretation of] the holy scripture, since he contradicts several of its principles, not without danger of infidelity to himself and readers
of his book … his arguments have no force and can very easily be taken apart. For it is stupid to
contradict an opinion accepted by everyone over a very long time for the strongest reasons, unless the
impugner uses more powerful and insoluble demonstrations and completely dissolves the opposed
reasons. But he does not do this in the least.’
The Protestant Church was no less scathing about this discovery. Martin Luther,
the father of Protestantism, referred to
Copernicus as ‘a fool who went against the
Holy Writ’. But despite both Catholic and
Protestant attempts to discredit the heliocentric model the cat was now out of the
bag and was slowly and surely influencing
other great spirits in astronomy and philosophy. But for the church (and almost
everyone else) the world remained flat and
unmoving for another century, until the
voice of Giordano Bruno was heard.
Fig. 1 After a mere 467 year wait, the
Catholic church finally retracted their
charge of 'heretic' and reburied
Copernicus with special honors as a
paragon of wisdom.
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Giordano Bruno
Giordano Bruno (1548 – 1600 CE) was an Italian Dominican friar, philosopher, mathematician,
poet and astrologer/astronomer who published ‘On the Infinite Universe and Worlds' in 1584,
which reflected opinions which today we know are very close to being irrefutable facts. He wasn't a true scientist as such but he could perhaps be better described as a natural philosopher who
inferred truths via thought experiments.
When he was a Dominican monk in Naples Bruno read books banned by the church one of which
was Lucretius: 'On the Nature of Things'. Here he read an idea which intrigued him: What if you
shot an arrow into the sky which could travel without falling? - Eventually it may meet some kind
of barrier but what if it could pass through it and continue through other barriers ad infinitum?
He realised it meant the universe was not like any model described before because you can't
model the infinite. This realisation set him on fire -in more ways than one! It inspired a dream in
which he felt a sickening sensation of fear as the ground beneath him fell away, but this feeling
disappeared as he embraced it. He described it in terms which could easily have been expressed
by the cosmonaut Alexey Leonov almost 500 years later:

'I spread confident wings to space and soared towards the infinite, leaving far behind me what
others strained to see from a distance. Here there was no up, no down, no edge no centre. I
saw that the sun was just another star, and the stars were other suns, each escorted by other
worlds like our own. The revelation of this immensity was like falling in love.'
Bruno’s writings postulated that, 'There is a single general space, a single vast immensity which
we may freely call 'void' and in it are innumerable globes.' He went on to proclaim these worlds
were populated just like our own world. As a result of these claims he was excommunicated by
the Roman Catholic Church in Poland and expelled by the Calvinists when he went to Switzerland.
In Germany the Lutherans also deported him, so he accepted an offer to lecture at Oxford University in England. Ironically even the University's authorities couldn't stomach his ideas and he
lost his post there too.
When he returned to Italy he spoke openly
about his vision of the universe. When the
church authorities discovered that he was
claiming that God's creation was infinite he
was imprisoned for eight years on charges of
blasphemy. He was relentlessly interrogated
and commanded to renounce his views, but
he refused. It was thought that by contradicting Biblical descriptions of Earth being at the
centre of the universe Papal authority
appeared open to question, so the Cardinals
decided they needed to silence him. He was
charged with blasphemy, sentenced to death
and his publications were burnt in St. Peter's
Square. The following day he was to be taken
there for the same purpose. When he was
dragged to the funeral pyre he continued to
loudly proclaim his beliefs to the gathered
crowds. Seeing as he wouldn't go quietly,
long spikes were driven up and across his
tongue to prevent any further communication.
His final words before his prosecution were:

’It may be you are more afraid to deliver your
judgment than I am to hear it.’
Fig. 2 Bruno's persecutors decided
beheading was too good for him so he
needed to be slowly roasted just in case
Satan didn't do the job properly in the
afterlife.
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Johannes Kepler
Around the same time Bruno was thinking about the nature of the universe another great spirit
was struggling against authorities that were hell bent on implementing religious dogmas. This
was Johannes Kepler (1571 – 1630). He was a German mathematician, astrologer and astronomer. He was living in France but was forced to flee the country because in 1598 the Arch Duke
Ferdinand was intent on restoring Catholicism to the province. The school where he taught was
closed and 'undesirables' who did not embrace Papal decree were fined or forced to live in exile.
Kepler decided to flee to Denmark (now Sweden) as he had received an invitation in 1600 to visit
the wealthy nobleman and astronomer Tycho Brahe. Kepler didn't really like Brahe as he was
more interested in enjoying the high life and kept his astronomical records out of reach, but as
Tycho owned an observatory and had a lot of observational data he had little choice but to put
up with these restrictions. He studied at Brahe's observatory intent on proving that the heavens
were perfect. Throughout history the night sky was thought to be the realm of God or gods and
therefore absolutely immaculate. Most astronomers presumed astral bodies were carried by
nested spheres like immense bubbles which had been set in motion at the dawn of time. Planets
were therefore expected to travel in perfect circles, but the Tycho's records showed they did not.
Once Kepler finally abandoned the obsession with circles and considered other possibilities, he
discovered his first law of Planetary Motion which showed the Sun was at one focus of an
ellipse . He later went on to discover his 2nd Law of Planetary Motion (their speed) and his 3rd
Law of Harmonies (motion characteristics).
Just eight days after his discovering the 3rd Law Kepler was forced to abscond from Prague as conflicts
broke out at the start of the catastrophic 30 Years'
War in 1618 which shattered the lives of millions of
people throughout Europe in a power struggle between Catholics and Protestants. The invasion brought
with it disease which killed his wife and son. In the
turmoil his royal patron was deposed and Kepler was
decried as a heretic for his ungodly views and was
subsequently excommunicated from the Lutheran
Church, once again finding himself a refugee.
The war wreaked havoc on almost everything: farms
were pillaged had implements like ploughs commandeered to be made into weaponry. In the turmoil a
great number of vulnerable people were persecuted on
charges of witchcraft, especially as plague and mental
illness were commonplace. Kepler’s own mother was
charged with sorcery and imprisoned, so he had to
abandon his studies to concentrate all his efforts on
saving her from certain death. Exodus 22:18 specifically decrees capital punishment for anyone found
guilty of sorcery and Witchfinders were officially
permitted to torture anyone accused of such 'crimes'.
After six long years of devotion to overthrowing the
charges levelled against his mother Kepler eventually
succeeded in freeing her.
Who knows what other great discoveries he may have
Fig. 3 Recommended reading:
made had his work not been impeded by the tyranni- Kepler's Witch - An Astronomer's
cal theocrats and sadists who were universally feared
Discovery of Cosmic Order Amid
on both sides of the Christian divide? Unfortunately Religious War, Political Intrigue,
we will never know, but it's a pretty safe bet he would and the Heresy Trial of His Mother
have gone from strength to strength had he not been
so cruelly hamstrung by the pernicious power of
superstition and ruthless geopolitical ambitions.
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Galileo Galilei
Around the same time as Kepler was unlocking the secrets of the universe the physicist, mathematician, engineer, philosopher and astronomer Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) was working on
various cosmic conundrums in Italy. Unlike the aforementioned astronomers Galileo was the
first star gazer able to obtain a magnified view of heavenly bodies and illustrate their features,
thanks to the telescope through which he examined various celestial wonders such as the rings
of Saturn.
But the disputed nature of Saturn was
not what got Galileo into trouble; it was
his insistence that the Copernican heliocentric hypothesis was correct, as this
was in direct conflict with scripture.
When he published further evidence his
publication was found to be 'vehemently
suspect of heresy', according to church
authorities who put it on their list of
'forbidden publications' along with
Copernicus's work.
Certain members of the Vatican's top
brass were particularly distressed by the
very suggestion that bible's numerous
references to geocentrism could be in
error. Cardinal Bellarmino was particularly scathing and insisted that ‘To assert

that the earth revolves around the sun is
as erroneous as to claim that Jesus was
not born of a virgin.’ In the hope of persuading them to reconsider Galileo suggested the clerics should look through
his telescope at Jupiter's moons in the
hope they would appreciate that it too
can you guess what it was?
was an orbiting planet like our own. But
The answer is shown on the back cover.
this was to no avail. Things came to a
head in 1633 when at the age of 68, and
in ill health, he was put under house arrest and summoned before the Inquisition in Rome,
where he was charged with false teaching. (Before his trial he was taken to see the torture
chambers to concentrate his mind on the consequences of non-compliance). He was commanded “…to abstain completely from teaching or defending this [heliocentric] doctrine and
opinion or from discussing it… either orally or in writing.” He was also told to publicly admit to
his wrong doing and swear to abandon these blasphemous fabrications. Unsurprisingly he
complied.
Fig.4. Upon examination of Saturn's rings the
Vatican's chief librarian Leo Allatius proposed
a different explanation -

Once he had recanted he was sentenced to imprisonment, but his friends managed to get his
sentence commuted to house arrest and he was extradited to France for the rest of his days
and was forbidden to carry out any astronomical practices or theorising.
In his final years he started to go blind due to cataracts -a condition the church could have alleviated by granting him existing surgical countermeasures, but they were not forthcoming. In
his last portrait painted by the Justus Sustermans, Galileo is seen wearing the expression of a
broken man: his career in tatters and his discoveries hidden from world view. However he was
not completely defeated. He took the risk of studying physics instead of astronomy and even
managed to publish a book, despite the authorities forbidding him to write another word. This
was accomplished by getting a manuscript smuggled to the Netherlands where it eventually
went to print.
The church also failed to stifle reports of the growing evidence for geocentrism and subsequent
astronomers no longer had to keep silent. But before long it was evolutionists and paleontologists
who were chosen as their new adversaries.
Paul Brocklehurst
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SKETCHPAD

The Moon dominates this page of ‘Sketchpad’.
(as do Dale and Spadge!)
Clockwise from top left: Clavius by Dale Holt,
Mare Crisium by Graham Sparrow, Sinus Iridum
by Graham Sparrow, Stofler by Dale Holt,
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Dale Holt’s drawings of Comet
Catalina, made in December
2015 and January this year.
Did anyone else draw or image
the comet? If so, do send me
the pictures.

Below: Mike Doddington’s
Sketch of the craters Grimaldi,
Helvelius and Cavalerius was
made on his ipad.
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TWO CLEAR NIGHTS AND A LUMPY BUMPY!
Travels with a Tak to an Astro Camp in the heart of the Brecon at Cwmdu.

It was one of those decisions made whilst on holiday; am not a keen camper and usually a "grumpy git"
unless I get a decent 18 hours sleep, but in that chilled "what-could-do-wrong" holiday state, I'd booked
and paid my £37 for a star party in Wales.
The "Awesome Astrocamp" started out by London based astronomers, the Baker Street Irregulars as a
camp for their group, to get away from the light pollution of London, but with a social feel. 4 years later,
the camp has grown and twice a year, the small campsite at Cwmdu becomes home for numerous astronomers and imagers from all over the UK for a long weekend.
Whilst many set their scopes up outside their tent / caravan, there is a 'common' where those wanting to
share the views, learn from their neighbours or be sociable as they observe, can do so.
There's a very social aspect to this Astro Camp, with an active Facebook group, and many members on
Twitter too. Going a day early allowed me to set up and check out the site in relative quiet, but also meet
up for a Friday night meal and drink in the local ( the Farmers Arms, ace food and numerous beers) with
Twitter friends.
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The campsite is quite small, there are a few
electrical "hook-ups" available, and a gentle
slope. Dark skies are the norm, bar some sky
glow to the South from Abergavenny and a
cottage at the top of the hill overlooking the
camp. The cottage is owned by Labi Siffre
and it took a tweet from the camp
organisers asking him to turn off his lights
(which he kindly did).

I'd driven through a monsoon at Abergavenny en route, and was wondering what fool would
drive all the way from Norfolk to Wales (that part of the U.K. that gets lots of rain) to camp. 10
minutes after pitching my backpacking tent, there was yet another downpour! Thankfully my 20
year old British made tent held out. At 6pm about 10 of us headed to the pub, it was cloudy and
damp, so little chance of seeing anything. Three hours later after beers and a meal, we left the
pub to see Vega, Arcturus and the clouds breaking.
By 9.30 pm there were a few scopes set up on the common, so I joined them with my Tak.
Kemble's Cascade in a 40mm Plossl is delightful, and many came to look, including a 'Chris'.
Chris admired the view and then said he was 'off to bed'. I chided him for passing on such clear
skies and asked him if he'd travelled far... 'Cardiff ' he replied...my friend Vicky was waving at
me as I replied that I'd travelled from Norfolk and was making the most of the skies...after
'Chris' had gone, Vicky told me I'd suggested to the Dr.Chris North that he was a lightweight...he was here with his wife and three year old daughter!
By 1am, it became a little claggy and like many, returned to my tent, falling asleep to the sound
of owls. 7am the next morning and the crows / rooks are awake and making enough of a racket that I was up, showered and ready for the day; six minutes walk away is a cafe called
Mynydd ddu tea rooms; for a fiver you get an epic breakfast including a mug of tea.
Saturday, most people had arrived. By 8 pm there were numerous tents with visual / imaging
rigs set up outside and on the common. The largest was a
home made 16" Dob (called Bob) and at least two Tak 106
scopes; one owned by Dave Woodford aka @Makapala. The
common was busy, but I found a space, set up and started
by looking at the usual suspects as the skies darkened.
There were cries of 'Veil', 'Pickering's Triangle', etc from the
'Dob Mob'. I got to chat to Matthew Hodgson
( @alpha_lyrae_uk ) who has a similar Tak, but had opted
for the 60mm with a 76 Upgrade objective; his scope splits
into two, so is altogether more portable than mine.
Matthew has a great website, with stargazing reports from
Namibia and Oman at http://alpha-lyrae.co.uk
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My targets were M72, M73 and then the Saturn Nebula; M72 I could just see, but M73 was lost in
the skyglow, and even with the help of Dave Woodford's 106 on a goto mount, could not see anything against the lighter skies. The Veil though, with a borrowed nebulosity filter (thanks Tatyana)
was beautiful, and many came to see it through the 3 inch Tak.
At 1am it had clouded over, so a group of about 15 of us retired to the HQ, an open marquee, where
we drank beer and chilled; by 2am the skies cleared and Orion was rising above the hill, but by 3am
we were fogged out and most retired. Crows and rooks don't understand the concept of a lie - in on
a Sunday, so again at 7, I was up and by 8 showered and heading for another Epic breakfast..
Sunday the organisers take over the local village hall; renamed the Spiral Arms and hold talks, a
team quiz ( for which Tring Astro sponsored a Skywatcher 127 Mak and a set of Baader Hyperion
eyepieces) and a beer quiz!
The talks this year were given by Matthew Kingsnorth of the Helium Tears project ( a helium balloon
launched to a height of 35Kms) and Jeni Millard, a fourth year astrophysics student from Cardiff,
who had returned from her internship with the Huntsman Eye project in Australia. (The Huntsman's
mission is to investigate faint structures of galaxies using an off-the-shelf Canon camera lens.) Both
were excellent, enthusiastic and knowledge speakers, who I'd gladly listen to again. The talks were
followed by a quiz, which I missed in order to pack up and start the 5 hour journey back to Norfolk.
The Negative:
It takes forever to get to Wales from Norfolk.
The Positives:
The friendliest star party. Great dark skies. The camp site is pleasant and Crickhowell is 15 mins
away by car. You get to meet and hang out with @Makapala, @Woozydewsy, @supersnez,
@Perthshirelass, @Alpha_Lyrae_UK, @JeniMillard, @Kiai_Kas and many more. The Lumpy Bumpy's
are superb, as are the main courses at the Farmers Arms! The cooked breakfasts are just 5 mins
walk from camp (6 if you've had a beer or two the night before.)

Would I recommend the Astro Camp?
Yes, I'll be returning next September.

You'll find details at
http://astrocamp.awesomeastronomy.com

Chris Greenfield
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DALE’S DSOs
Deep Sky Notes for March, April & May
2016
As active astronomers there is nothing we enjoy more than getting out there under the stars and
exploring the awesome vastness of the heavens. April is a month during which we should grab
every opportunity to do just that. Once having passed the spring equinox the dark nights are
leaking away and the lengthening daylight hours gnaw away at our precious telescope time. If
there is a balance between comfortable temperatures and hours of useable darkness then this
month has got to be it, well this side of October at least.
I can barely wait to extol the virtues of our first deep sky
treasure this month you will find it marked on our map of the
southerly view of the heavens. The Black-Eye Galaxy is
Charles Messier’s catalogue wonder number 64. It was discovered by the same gentleman observer who gave us that
favourite duo M81 and M82 in Ursa Major. Johan Elert Bode
discovered this distinctive galaxy in 1779 he found it residing
between the maiden’s flowing tresses and the Virgin’s left
arm. This is a bright and very distinctive galaxy, noted in the
Bedford catalogue as being ‘elongated and blazing to a nucleus’. It is famously marked by a massive dark dust lane, which
gave rise to astronomer Sir Charles Blagden giving it such an
apt name. The magnitude 8.5 spiral is within the reach of
large binoculars and the currently popular small portable refractors that many of us enjoy using. In larger instruments
the prominent dust lane makes this a very special object to
study. To me it looks like an opening Mussel shell or perhaps
an Oyster? With its oval outline gapping open to reveal the
dark void within!

M64, The Black Eye Galaxy

Just to the west of M64 a most delightful triple star can be found, 35 Comae Berenicies appears
visually as a double. Interestingly one of the component stars is a rather dark dull blue which
looks purple to the eye; this contrasts marvellously with the brighter orangey-yellow component
star.
The three main stars of Coma form a very neat right angle. The 4th magnitude alpha star is at
the bottom of this asterism and has the perfect stellar name of Diadem. I find it adds to the enjoyment of the heavens if you are able to identify at least some of the lovely stars by their fascinating ancient names. Such names certainly add to the mystique when you are extolling the
wonders of the night sky to newcomers.
Just to the east of Diadem is the fantastic globular cluster M53, again first claimed (in 1775) by
that master at the Georgian telescope Bode. Can you just imagine for one moment what it must
have been like to spend a night observing and be able to boast the discovery of a glittering magnitude 7.5 trophy such as this as your own? We can still enjoy the same incredible spectacle he
first laid eyes upon; in fact our view will undoubtedly be far superior thanks to modern instruments.
Close to the dense M53 is another globular cluster, NGC 5053. Contrastingly this has a very
much looser nature, appearing more as a dense open cluster in comparison with its showy neighbour. It lies just one degree to the south east of M53. I have always found this cluster rather
difficult to catch, however I haven’t seen this elusive nature noted in any text! Do let me know
how you get on?
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If your appetite has been wetted for the glittering majesty of
globular clusters then you have plenty of others to feast your
optics on during April. M3 hangs between Bootes the Herdsman and Canes Venatici the Hunting Dogs. At magnitude six
and spanning 19’ it is brighter and bigger than M53, there are
an estimated 45,000 suns making up this stellar throng!
Globular clusters have something to offer no matter what instrument you own, binoculars can pick out the distinctive ‘big
fuzzy’ star shape of most if not all of the Messier globulars. 3”
and 4” telescopes begin to hint at their magnificence by resolving the individual stars of their outer regions, 8” instruments look into their blazing heart and show a bewildering
number of gems. Larger instruments, and big is best here,
shatter the stellar intensities teasing them apart, laying their
magnificence bare and revealing structure, rifts and lanes.

Above: globular cluster M3.
Right: M13

As if M3 wasn’t magnificent enough, the mighty Hercules,
now high in the east by midnight, means that the awesome
M13 is there for the taking. The premier globular cluster
visible from our northern latitudes adorns the famous keystone asterism of Hercules. The great cluster falls within the
grasp of our own unaided eyes from dark sites. This is now
sadly something that we treat as a special privilege to behold yet only a few generations ago this would have been
achievable from many locations in the UK and across northern Europe. Let us hope that green issues and economic
pressures coupled with more considerate LED lighting designs will again bring its magnitude 5.7 glow within our unaided reach!
By the small hours of the morning for those willing to undertake longer sessions at the eyepiece
or the camera will find the enigmatic Ring Nebula is high enough in the east to obtain a decent
steady view. Personally I am looking forward to catching up with this ghostly hoop and enjoy
snatching a glimpse of the elusive 15th magnitude dwarf central star through friends’ big Dobs
under dark Norfolk skies at the spring Kelling Star Party. There is a considerable thrill to be had
by just catching sight of this magnitude 8.8 planetary nebula with as small an instrument as possible. I have caught it with 20x80 binoculars and a good number of very small telescopes. I
wonder what the smallest possible instrument is that could catch a glimpse of this Messier object?
It is so conveniently located for observing, being almost dead centre between eclipsing binary
star Beta Lyrae (mag 3.3-4.3) and Gamma Lyrae at 3rd magnitude. For those imagers amongst us
or perhaps the very large Dobsonian owners too there is a small and pretty magnitude 14.3 spiral
galaxy IC1296 just to the SW of the nebula and fitting comfortably into the same field of view.
While contemplating this small but magnificent constellation let us look at some of the interesting
star names. Dazzling Vega needs no introduction; it is the fifth brightest diamond of the heavens, frequently used to test optics for false colour and collimation. It is a wonderful star, appearing as a cool, even icy blue brilliant light to the naked eye. The Arabic name ‘Vega’ means
‘swooping eagle’ and has been used in the west since the 10th century. The two stars we noted
as framing the Ring Nebula have interesting names too. Beta Lyrae is known as ‘Sheliak’, a
Greek-Arabic hybrid word meaning ‘harp’. Gamma Lyrae has the rather unattractive name to a
western ear of ‘Sulafat,’ meaning ‘the Tortoise’, which refers to the shell that was strung in ancient Greece to form the Lyre. All rather abstract, but I hope you agree rather fascinating and
adding to the wonderment felt as you trace out the constellation in the dark sky.
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Let us turn our attentions now to the view to the north, the summer Swan Cygnus spreads its
wings low to the north east. Auriga the Charioteer, well placed for our attention for months now,
drops to a less favourable position but remains a good standby if you need to view or show off
the lovely diamond sprinkle open clusters it holds. Cepheus, the house shaped constellation that
in legend is father to Cassiopeia, hovers just over the horizon laid on its side with its roof pointing
toward Camelopardalis the Giraffe. Camelopardalis is a faint and therefore commonly overlooked
constellation with just its alpha and beta stars being easily discernible with the naked eye. Lacking any Messier treasures, this large constellation is not, however, totally without some jewels
worthy of searching out. The tumbling line of stars looking like a string of pearls is known as
‘Kemble’s cascade’ and is probably this constellation’s best loved landmark. The constellation of
the Giraffe also holds a lovely Caldwell object, C5 on the late Sir Patrick’s must see list. Catalogued as IC342 this is a beautiful spiral galaxy of magnitude 8.3 which isn’t a difficult object to
locate even with a small telescope.
Hanging just below the end of Kemble’s cascade is a
lovely planetary nebula, not unlike that Gemini landmark the Eskimo Nebula. At magnitude 11.5 NGC 1501
isn’t as bright as our parka-hooded friend,but it does
show off its blue colour rather well and stands the use
of high magnification as planetaries often do. Telescopes of 10” plus will show the mottled nature of the
annular disc and the central star.

NGC 1501
Imaged by Palomar.

I close with a large scope/CCD challenge
in Corona Borealis, the Northern Crown,
in which I have recently observed a very
interesting galaxy, now this isn’t a constellation often associated with deep sky
observing, which for me makes this object all the more exciting. NGC 6104 is
visually and scientifically interesting.
Classified as a spiral, outer ring galaxy, it
is listed as ‘peculiar’ and is a Seyfert type
Dale’s drawing of NGC 6104.
1 with an active nucleus. Visually it is
circa mag 14 and a 0.8’ x 0.5’ oval
smudge. It has 2 stars overlying, that to me resemble eyes and put me in mind of the Owl planetary nebula M97 in Ursa Major. With my 20” video assisted set up I also noted that there was
a projection of material extending out from the galaxy halo in a roughly triangular shape (7-8
O’clock in my sketch). In my sketch, made on 19th Feb 2016, are 2 smaller galaxies, left of the
main galaxy is MGC 6-36-12 mag 15.4 and 0.5’ x 0.5’to the lower right of NGC 6104 is a tiny faint
banana shaped galaxy which I failed to identify but estimate at around mag 16.5- 17.0. The
three galaxies appear to be associated as they have the same red shift. In 2002 a supernova
was discovered in NGC 6104.
Until next time I wish you all clear and steady skies.
Dale Holt welcomes email at chippingdale.observatory@btinternet.com
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Stars and Their Xs
Procyon
Spring may have sprung but the evening sky to the south is filled by the great Winter Triangle, formed by Sirius, the brightest star in the sky, Betelgeuse, the reddish star at the shoulder of Orion, and Procyon, the star of our article. Though Procyon is the sixth-brightest star
visible from the UK, it always seems to be in the shadow of Sirius. Even the name Procyon
simply means ‘before the Dog’ its sole purpose being to warn ancient peoples that the much
more important ‘Dog Star Sirius would rise soon after. By analysing its light (visible and xrays) we shall learn how Procyon is a remarkable star in its own right, yet the link with Sirius
remains inescapable.

Figure 1. View of sky to the south-southwest from Norwich at 8pm on March 21st 2016. Procyon forms a near
equilateral triangle with Sirius and Betelgeuse, the shoulder of Orion. (Created using Cartes du Ciel 3.4.1 by
Patrick Chevalley.)

The apparent movements of Procyon and Sirius in the sky against the background of distant
galaxies reveal they have more in common than just being the principal stars of Orion the
Hunter’s two dogs, Canis Minor and Canis Major, respectively. Firstly, their rapid drift across
the sky, so-called proper motions of more than 1.2 arcseconds per year, and the large loops
they perform each year, due to parallax as we view them from different positions as the
Earth orbits the Sun, demonstrate that both Procyon and Sirius are among the closest of all
stars, at respective distances of 3.5 and 2.6 parsecs, or 11.6 and 8.5 light years. Secondly,
careful monitoring of their motions over a number of years convinced Friedrich Bessel that
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both Sirius and Procyon exhibit additional periodic deviations he proposed in 1844 were
caused by unseen, unusually faint companions, which were subsequently discovered only decades later, Sirius B in 1862 and Procyon B in 1896: spectacularly dense white dwarf stars,
containing the mass of the Sun crushed into the size of the Earth.
In the last Stars and their Xs on Sirius (Cygnus, Spring 2015) I challenged NAS members to
go and observe Sirius B, the Pup. I’ve since learned that glimpsing that faint point so close to
the brightest star, so low in the sky as it appears from the UK, is much harder than I had assumed. It requires excellent equipment and exceptional observing conditions. Nevertheless,
Tatyana has taken up the challenge and actually succeeded! So, if you fancy seeing a white
dwarf with your own eyes, perhaps Tatyana can show you Sirius B through her scope or give
you some pointers. Those with more modest equipment or skies should seek out Omicron 2
Eridani, whose white dwarf companion is a bit fainter than Sirius B but much more widely separated from its dimmer primary, and which is also still visible in the early evening to the
southwest, to the lower right of Rigel (even I’ve seen Omicron 2 Eri B with a Meade ETX 70).
On the other hand, Procyon B is only for the real hard-core binary star observer; it took a 36
inch refractor to discover it!
Procyon B is so faint and close to the dazzling Procyon – at visual magnitude 10.8, it is 16,000
times fainter and never separated by more than 5 arcseconds – that only the Hubble Space
Telescope can study the system well. The value of a binary system like Procyon is that by
mapping the orbits, knowing the distance and applying Kepler’s Third Law you can calculate
the masses of the two stars. Having mapped the strongly elliptical orbit with the HST for almost half of Procyon’s 40.8 year period and combined this with previous positions measured
using ground-based telescopes, H.E. Bond and colleagues find masses of 1.48 and 0.59 times
the mass of the Sun for Procyon and the white dwarf, respectively. Procyon and Procyon B are
therefore less massive than their counterparts in the Sirius system, which have 2.0 and 1.1
times the Sun’s mass. Determining these masses is important for testing computational models of stars of different masses and how they change in their structure and observable properties as they age. It will also help us to understand the history of the Procyon system, and
what kind of star Procyon B used to be before it expired and left behind its slowly cooling
white dwarf core.
The typical observable properties of a star are its effective surface temperature, its luminosity,
its radius, and its chemical composition. These are mostly determined by spreading the star’s
light into a spectrum of its component colours that is stamped with a barcode of dark lines at
particular wavelengths where gases in the star’s atmosphere absorb its light. Different chemical compositions at different temperatures and pressures produce characteristic barcodes on
the spectrum that allow the star’s properties to be deduced.
Procyon’s spectrum shows it has a similar composition to the Sun, and is somewhat hotter
than the Sun but cooler than Sirius, with an effective temperature of 6500 K. At twice the
Sun’s radius, and 7 times its luminosity, Procyon is actually larger, though less luminous than
the more massive Sirius, indeed larger and brighter than models predict a star with that temperature should be if it were fusing hydrogen into helium in its core in a stable manner. Guenther and colleagues have probed Procyon’s internal structure by analysing the frequencies of
tiny variations in its brightness (asteroseismology) and show it is consistent with models of a
1.5 solar mass star where more internal churning than expected is mixing new hydrogen into
the core from the overlying layer. Such models suppose Procyon to be around 2700 million
years old, little more than half the age of the Sun, but around 10 times the age of Sirius!
Unlike Sirius, Procyon has an outer layer similar to the Sun’s, where convection and sheering
can amplify and twist magnetic fields to generate a hot, x-ray emitting corona. Like visible
light, x-ray light can also be split by wavelength into a spectrum that can be analysed to
measure the properties of the corona: temperature, luminosity, abundance and pressure.
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Whereas in visual spectra, most light is in the continuous part of the spectrum, with dark absorption lines superposed, at temperatures of a few million K, x-rays are emitted mainly in
bright emission lines. While most x-ray-bright stars have hotter, more powerful coronae than
the Sun, Procyon’s corona is rather similar to the Sun’s in its characteristic temperature of
around 2 million K, and in the low fraction of its total luminosity that it emits in x-rays, around
one three millionth. Procyon is therefore treasured by x-ray astronomers because it is one of
the very few solar-like coronae close enough to provide a high quality spectrum so rich in
emission lines that it is an ongoing process to identify them. X-ray spectra of Procyon are used
to develop and test theoretical models of the complex x-ray emission from highly charged ions
of elements like iron and silicon, as such high temperature, low pressure conditions are difficult to reproduce in the laboratory.
Procyon B’s spectrum, observed by the HST, shows a surprising composition. In total contrast
to Sirius B’s pure hydrogen atmosphere, where all heavier elements have sunk deeper under
the white dwarf’s immense gravity, Procyon B’s atmosphere has no hydrogen, but is mainly
helium, with some carbon, and most surprisingly, heavier elements like calcium and magnesium. These heavy elements should sink quickly and so must be being continually replenished
from material somewhere in the Procyon system, perhaps a disk around the whole binary. Not
accounting for this atmospheric composition when analysing the spectrum, previous studies
had overestimated the temperature, underestimated the radius and resulted in properties that
confounded white dwarf models. Now, however, Procyon B’s observed properties, effective
temperature of 7700 K, radius just 30% larger than the Earth’s (80 times less than the Sun’s),
and luminosity 2000 times less than the Sun’s, match well with the predicted values for a 0.59
solar mass white dwarf that has been cooling for around 1400 million years.
Now, if Procyon is estimated to be 2700 million years old, and Procyon B was formed at the
same time, then B must have lived approximately 1300 million years before expiring to become a white dwarf. According to the stellar models, such a star would have had to have a
mass of around 2 times that of the Sun, around the same mass that Sirius has now. So Procyon’s final link to Sirius is that Sirius may show us what its white dwarf companion looked like
in its heyday.
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WEBB’S WONDERS
The Sickle of Leo.
This time of year I start to get excited by the prospect of hundreds of galaxies
beginning to come into view. The first constellation to rise high enough to
show us some bright and popular targets is Leo. Those galaxies everyone will
no doubt have a go at viewing will be the Leo Triplet, beneath the tail of the
lion, and the Messier groups M95, 96 and 105 which lie beneath the belly.
However there are some other interesting observations to be made up in the
head. This pattern of stars resembles a sickle shape, or reversed question
mark.

The first target is NGC 2903, size 12.6x6’ and mag 9. It is quite easy to find
because it is fairly bright. Often thought to be an oversight on Messier’s part,
it was surprising that he missed it as he had observed three comets which
passed this area between 1760 and 1771. However William Herschel did catalogue it as HI-56, 16 November 1784. His description is quite detailed:
‘Considerably bright, very large, extended, gradually much brighter in the middle, resolvable (mottled, not resolved), south preceding of two.’ He mistakenly
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thought there were two. It can be seen with four inches of aperture, but in
larger scopes of at least 8 inches the view is stunning. To find this galaxy draw
a line from Epsilon to Lambda Leonis and come perpendicular off lambda about
1.5 degrees. With my 18” Dob I stumbled upon NGC 2916 (mag 12.1) on the
way to NGC 2903. The reward, a mesmerising view with amazing detail close
to Herschel’s description.
Not far away in the neck of the lion lies an interesting group of galaxies. Initially I noticed them as a pair of galaxies in the S & T atlas and have observed
them many times. Herschel, the discoverer in 1784, describes them as H II44/45 (NGC 3190/3193): ‘Bright, pretty small, extended, pretty suddenly
brighter in the middle to a nucleus.’ and ‘Bright, small, very little extended,
pretty suddenly little brighter in the middle, star of 9.5-magnitude at 354 degrees, 80’. But at the Kelling star party in the autumn I was prompted to observe the Hickson group 44 in that spot.
Left: NGC 2903.
An observational sketch by Dale Holt,
Made in January last year.

Right:
Hickson 44, as drawn by Dale Holt
in 2011.

This group actually comprises of 4 galaxies NGC 3190 (4.4x1.2’ mag 12.1), NGC
3193 (2x2’ mag 11.8), NGC 3185 (2.3x1.5’ mag 13) & NGC 3187 (3.6x1.6’ mag
13.4). The whole group will be a challenge for those with modest scopes, but
the pair should be viewable with 8” under good conditions. At that star party
under less favorable conditions I was able to see all four in my 18” Dob, NGC
3187 only being noticed with averted vision. Locating this group is also quite
easy as they are on a direct line between Zeta and Gamma Leonis; about half
way between both stars. While in this area do check out the double star Gamma Leonis, a fairly equal pair at mag 2.37 and 3.64, the separation being 4.74”.
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There really are so many galaxies up there to observe outside the Messier
catalogue and I urge you to have a go. Those with larger scopes might try
the Hickson group catalogue. An excellent observer’s guide can be purchased via www.faintfuzzies.com or the Webb society (no relation) at
www.webbdeepsky.com/publications/alvin_huey_guides/
Don’t forget that members regularly meet at Seething to observe when the
sky is clear. There are several members who have keys to open up during
the week or weekends. Keep an eye on the forum under the ‘Observing at
Seething’ section, or better still set up the notification on that sub forum and
you will get an email to let you know we’re opening up.
I’m always happy to show members new or old the wonders of the night sky,
so feel free to come along, even if you don’t have a scope. For training on
club equipment ask a member of the committee or check the forum.
Happy star gazing
Paul Webb

Find more of Paul’s hints on how to find celestial
wonders on the NAS Forum Observing Section.

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 2016

25th March: Members’ Talk — Chasing 67 P, Wendy Clark.
7th April for one week: Spring Equinox Star Party at Kelling

Heath.

22nd and 23rd April: Public Nights — The Sun and Solar
Observing — Andy Gardiner
17th June: Members’ Talk — Fruitful Flavour at the Large
Hadron Collider, Dr Susan Haines

Keep up to date with events on the Norwich
Astronomical Society Forum.
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NEW MEMBERS

Lawrence Owen
Simon Ayling & family
Timothy Browne
William Adcock
25th March:
Johntalk—
& Pauline
Ken Luxford
Members’
ChasingUtley
67p, Wendy Clark.
Ian Beharrell
Robert Derbridge & family
7th April for one week:

Spring Equinox Star Party at Kelling Heath.

22nd andTHE
23rdDEADLINE
April:
FOR COPY FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF
Public Nights—The Sun and Solar
Observing,
CYGNUS
IS Andy Gardiner.
17th June:
FRIDAY
JUNE
Members’ Talk -Fruitful Flavour
at the8TH
Large
Hadron Collider –
...Dr Susan Haines

This is the very latest date by which articles should reach the editor.
Sooner than that would be much appreciated and would make poor old
Spadge really happy!

ANSWER TO PAUL BROCKLEHURST’S
QUESTION ON PAGE 13:
Leo Allatius, Chief Librarian of the Vatican believed
Saturn’s rings to be Jesus Christ’s foreskin.
(What else?)
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Saturn will never be quite the same for me again! - Ed.

Detail from painting by
Friedrich Herlin.
C 1425/30—1500.

BONUS PAGES

Shaun Reynolds’ image of NGC 7822 in Cepheus.
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Another of Guy Veale’s pictures of stunning Scottish skies.

Left:
Mike Doddington has often
displayed his skills in Cygnus.
You will know him as a
competent lunar sketcher and
cartoonist but how many
members knew he also turns
his hand to decorating cakes?
I included this because is has a
(vaguely) astronomical theme.
Nice work Mike, I have only
one criticism —where’s the
Soup Dragon?
Notice to imagers:
Cygnus needs your images—
they don’t have to be of cakes,
nebulae, galaxies, planets, etc
are also welcome!
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